ADVERTISER’S GUIDE

to
Nutra
and Health & Beauty

Where to find paying customers for your
Nutra or Health & Beauty offers? PropellerAds
has the right traffic for this vertical: plenty of
entertainment, lifestyle and health-oriented
websites and blogs. These contextually
relevant websites are most likely to cater the
target audience and high engagement.

Ad Formats to Choose

STEP I

STEP II

STEP III

Launch a Push Notification
campaigns with CPC
bidding.

Take your best Push creatives
and use them to build a Native
ad campaign (CPC).

Scale your well-performing
campaigns to other ad
formats.

Upload multiple creatives
to Smart Rotator, A/B test,
and find the
best-performing ones.

Build your audiences with
Push Notifications and
Native Ads and use
cross-format retargeting
(Onclick) to reach engaged
users.
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Creatives Best Practices
DO’S
PRE-LANDERS
Employ storytelling: format your
pre-lander as a blog page written by
a regular person or a news article to
better engage the audience and add
trust.

If a user has to add Credit Card (CC)
details, mention that the payment is
secure. If the seller provides a
satisfaction guarantee, add the
“Money back guarantee” or
“Risk-Free” signs.

Pay attention to legal regulations in
different GEOs: what kind of
information you must provide?
Add FAQ – that will help you
overcome customers’ doubts.
Include questions like: “Is it actually
for free?”, “What are the main
ingredients?”, “How long the
shipping takes?”

Include video testimonials, reviews,
ratings (stars), comments.
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Use the sense of urgency: “Offer
expires in 2 minutes”, countdown
timers and dynamic content: how
many people are viewing this offer
now, recent customers, etc.

Use the pictures with the typical
food, consumed in the GEOs, you
target. For example, papaya and
coconut in Thailand.
Add medical-themed images: x-rays,
anatomy, etc. to boost the
persuasive power of your pre-lander.

IMAGES
Test “before and after” images.
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AD COPY
Talk about safety: “Safe weight loss,”
“Approved by [Institute]. But also
mention the health risks if there are
any.

If the product is organic, make sure
to include badges: “Non-GMO,”
“Organic,” “100% Natural,” “No
artificial sweeteners,” “Gluten Free.”

Talk numbers: When can a person
expect to see the first results from
using the product? How many kilos
can a person lose?

Emphasize that the product you
promote meets the standards or is
produced locally: “The [product]
meets the EU standards for a diet
supplement,” or “Local product”.

Include nutrition facts: it looks
reliable and people are used to
perceiving information in this way.
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Don’t forget to mention FACTS:
unique ingredients, high
concentration of a certain
ingredient, survey results, etc.

Explain the steps: how the
supplement works?
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Creatives Best Practices
DON’TS
Don’t use celebrity images without
their consent. Instead, you can
simply say: “Lose weight like
celebrities.”

For Push Icons/banners: you can’t
use the logo of a famous brand by
itself. The logo can only be placed on
the product you promote.

*For more information, please check
our policy.

If the product looks like a medicine
(pills, powder, etc.) make sure to
include a note that the product is a
food supplement and not a health
product.
Don’t mention only the features,
focus on benefits.
Don’t use the images that are not
clearly reflecting the problem your
product solves.
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Targeting Tips
If you’re just starting with Nutra, pick
one of the following GEOs: India,
Brazil, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia,
etc.

Use language targeting for countries
speaking 2 or more languages - for
example, Canada: French and
English.

Create your own white and blacklists.

Test device and OS targeting: Mac
OS and iOS usually have a very high
CTR, while Android has the biggest
traffic volumes.

Retarget! Collect audiences via Push
Notifications and NativeAds. These
users will be the most relevant ones.
Start an Onclick campaign targeted at
the collected audience and give them
additional information for completing
the conversion, a discount, or make an
upsell.
If you have a Trial offer - target
Desktop as it’s easier for users to
enter their data.

If you don’t get enough traffic
volumes, and you can’t change the
bid - increase the frequency.
Always create separate campaigns
for each User activity group.

Bidding and Optimization Tips
Define the creatives with the highest CTR via our Push Notifications AB-testing tool.
This will save your budget, and you won’t need to bid too high.
Use our new Target CPA tool to exclude poor converting zones automatically. If you
see that you’re getting a lot of traffic, scale to an Onclick campaign with the same
settings.
Getting a great conversion rate (>10 sales daily)? Contact your CPA-network manager
and ask about increasing the payout. You might be able to get 20-30% increase.
Сall center. Check the availability of the call center. Schedule the campaigns on the
days, when the call center is working. Buying a nutra product is usually an impulsive
decision, so you can’t wait for too long before you lead is contacted by the operator.
Check if there are any upsells or downsells. They can be a good additional income
source.
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